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This is the collection of easy to read (ELI5) articles as well as in-depth knowledge such as VM internals, memory
layout, opcodes etc. The project is work in progress, so come back soon! Github repository for pages https://github.
com/kvakvs/beam-wisdoms
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CHAPTER 1

Latest

• 2019-03-03 Binary match opcodes added to the instruction list

• 2018-12-30 Try/catch opcodes added to the instruction list

1.1 ELI5 Section (Explain Me Like I’m Five)

1.1.1 BEAM VM ELI5

BEAM got its name from Bogdan/Björn Erlang Abstract machine. This is register VM, but it also has a stack.

Registers and Calls

Being a register VM means that stack is not used to pass arguments between calls, but registers are. They are not same
registers as one would expect to see in a CPU architecture, but rather just an array of Term values. There are 1024
registers but functions of such arity are rare, so usually VM only uses first 3 to 10 registers.

For example, when a call to a function of arity 3 is made: registers x0, x1, and x2 are set to function arguments. If
we ever need to make a recursive call, we will have to overwrite registers and lose the original values in them. In this
situation, we will need to save old values on the stack. There is no dynamic stack allocation other than stack frame,
determined by the compiler.

Each process has own set of registers.

Instructions

BEAM instruction set contains approximately 158 basic instructions, most of them can be visible if you dump assem-
bly by calling erlc -S yourfile.erl. Each instruction has 0 or more arguments. Different tricks are used to
encode arguments in a portable and compact way. For example locations in code (so called labels) are encoded by
their index, and code loader later translates them to memory addresses.
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During BEAM code loading, some combinations of opcodes are replaced with a faster opcode. This is optimisation
trick called superinstruction. For each opcode, there is a piece of C code in beam_emu.c which has a C label. An
array of C labels is stored at the end of the same VM loop routine and is used as the lookup table.

See also:

BEAM Wisdoms: In depth: BEAM File Format.

BEAM Wisdoms: In depth: BEAM Instruction Codes.

Threaded VM Loop

VM emulator loop in emulator/beam/beam_emu.s contains a lot of small pieces of code, each having a label
and handling one BEAM instruction. They all belong to one very long function. A table of labels is stored in the same
function which is used as lookup table.

After the loading opcodes are replaced with such label addresses, followed by arguments. For example, for opcode
#1, an element with index 1 from labels array is placed in the code memory.

This way it is easy to jump to a location in C code which handles next opcode. Just read a void* pointer and do
a goto *p. This feature is an extension to C and C++ compilers. This type of VM loop is called direct-threaded
dispatch virtual machine loop.

Other types of VM loops are:

• switch dispatch VM (this one is used by BEAM VM source if the C compiler refuses to support labels extension.
It is also 20 to 30% slower than direct threading;

• direct call threading

• and a few more exotic http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~matz/dissertation/matzDissertation-latex2html/node6.html

1.1.2 Atoms ELI5

Atom table is a global table which maps internal atom value (an integer) to a string. There is also the opposite lookup
table, which maps a string to an internal value. Atom table has a hard size limit: 1048576. If it is ever reached, the
node will crash — this is why creating atoms in runtime is a risky idea. Atom table size is set with +t flag for erl.

Atom is a symbol which does not change its value in runtime. When a new atom is created, it gets a unique value
for this node used as its value. Internally atoms are just integer values referring to atom table. This is why atoms
operations are cheap.

BEAM loader routine reads atom values and looks them up in atom table. It replaces atom names with their integer
values, tagged as Atom immediate. Henceforth the code manipulates immediate integer values instead of names.
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These internal values cannot leave the node (over the network or on disk) as integers. This is because another node
will have different numeric values for atoms. Thus when leaving the node atoms are always converted to strings. This
affects BEAM files, external pids, external ports, atoms in Mnesia/DETS and so on. This is the reason why sometimes
developers prefer short atom names for database field names — they will appear as strings in database data.

1.1.3 Processes ELI5

This is a high level overview for how processes are made and how they work.

General overview

A process is a simple C structure, which contains a heap, a stack, registers, and an instruction pointer. Also, there are
some extra fields for exception handling, tracing etc. A new process is this structure created with a minimal size heap.

Spawning a new Process (Actor)

When you call spawn or spawn_link, the VM allocates a small piece of memory with a new process header (approx
200-300 bytes) and the {heap with the stack} (they live together and take about 1kb initially). A new process is granted
a new unique PID, which won’t repeat for a fair amount of days or months after its death, and is registered in a process
lookup table.

There are no messages involved in process creation only a couple of memory allocations.

So the newly created process is not known to any scheduler yet. It is then placed into a run queue for its priority
(99.99% of processes run as normal), where one of schedulers is able to pick it up and begin executing. Newer
versions of Erlang have run queues one per scheduler, but the principle is the same.

Stack

Stack is an array of memory on the young heap used as return stack and temporary storage for variables. Stack begins
at the end of the heap and grows back (downwards). The data on stack is grouped into Stack Frames.

When a function needs some temporary memory, it allocates several words on the stack and marks the 0-th word with
special CP value. Later it can be used as return address and to find out where next stack frame begins. This temporary
memory is also used to preserve registers during recursive calls (thus growing the stack).

Tail-recursive calls avoid keeping this temporary data or free it before recursing. They pass arguments in a smarter
way that does not require saving them on stack and does not grow it.

Execution

Every new process is assigned to a Scheduler. Scheduler picks one process from the queue and takes its instruction
pointer. Then scheduler executes one instruction and loops. After certain amount of work done (reductions) scheduler
will place the current process to the back of the queue and select another one. This allows some sort of fair scheduling:
every process gets CPU time no matter how busy were other processes in the queue.

1.1. ELI5 Section (Explain Me Like I’m Five) 5
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Killing and Exiting

Killing a process is like sending it an exit exception. The process wakes up from sleep, receives CPU time, and
discovers an exception. Then it will either terminate or catch the exception and process it like a regular value. An
unconditional kill signal works similarly except that Erlang code cannot catch it.

Scheduling and Load balancing

By default BEAM VM starts one Erlang scheduler per CPU core. Processes get a scheduler assigned to them in some
manner (for simplicity you can say it is random). You can configure schedulers using flags +S and +SP. Schedulers
can be bound to cores in different ways (+sbt flag).

There are 3 process priorities: low, normal, high and max. Process at max always runs first making everything else
wait. High runs approximately 8 times much often than normal (the number is implementation dependent). Low runs
when there is no other work to do.

At runtime schedulers will compare their process queue with the other (namely the previous one in scheduler array).
If the other queue is longer, the scheduler will steal one or more processes from it. This is the default behaviour which
can be changed. The balancing strategy and can be configured with VM flags +S and +scl. You could want to use as
few cores as possible to let other CPU cores sleep and save energy. Or you could prefer equal spread of processes to
cut the latency.

Stealing is as easy as moving a pointer from one array to another. This may affect cache locality when an active
process jumps CPU core.

Process Registry

A global process table maps process identifier (pid) to a Process structure. To know a pid of a process, refer to its
Process.common.id field. A process is uniquely identified by its local pid. Remote pids contain more informa-
tion: a node name and internal node id. Remote pids have to be resolved on the node which owns them.

Another global table (process registry) maps names to pid. You can reach it from Erlang by using
erlang:register, erlang:unregister and erlang:whereis BIFs.
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Message Queues

Messages are stored on the heap or in heap fragments, and are chained together using a single linked list. Message
queue is a C structure which belongs in Process struct and it contains Terms sent to the process. Boxed data for larger
or nested terms is located on the heap. A pointer to position in the queue exists, and it is advanced with BEAM opcodes
which scan the mailbox. When scan pointer reaches the end of the mailbox, the process is put to receive sleep. The
pointer is reset to the beginning of the queue only if a message was matched. This is why selective receive on large
mailbox queues is slow.

Sending a Message

Sending a message to a process is simple — this is how VM does it:

1. Lock the process mailbox (or don’t, if running on a single core).

2. Copy message to destination process heap.

3. Add the resulting term to process mailbox.

4. Unlock the mailbox.

5. If the process was sleeping in a receive, it would return back to scheduling queue and wake up when possible.

A process waiting for a message (in receive operator) is never queued for execution until a message arrives. This is
why millions of idle processes can exist on a single machine without it breaking a sweat.

Traps

Traps are a feature of the VM loop which allow to interrupt long running BIFs temporarily. State is saved in temporary
memory block and control returns to the scheduler. Process sets its instruction pointer to the special trap instruction
and the BIF returns.

During the trap the current process is placed to the back of the process queue which allows other processes to run.
When the time comes again, the VM loop encounters the trap instruction and jumps back to the long running BIF.

1.1.4 Process Heaps ELI5

Everything in Erlang is a Term.

A heap of the process is an array of Terms. A stack is another array of Terms. Stack is located inside the heap. Registers
— are array of Terms too! Things on the heap are mostly arrays of Terms, but tagged with header tag (see Data Types
Memory Layout).

1.1. ELI5 Section (Explain Me Like I’m Five) 7
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Heap Carriers

Allocation in Erlang happens inside so called “carriers”. They look like “zone memory”, used by games — big chunks
of system heap pre-allocated beforehand. Inside carriers the real allocation is happening. For simplicity you can
imagine simple malloc/realloc, that’s how its done.

This complication is done to fight memory fragmentation and is not important for the understanding. You can see
erts/emulator/beam/erl_*alloc.c (many those files, one per strategy of allocation). Emulator has com-
mand line flags, which control allocation strategies (see http://erlang.org/doc/man/erts_alloc.html flags section).

Allocating Inside Heap

When a process needs some memory, its heap_top is incremented and memory under it is ready to use. Some
activities may want to allocate on other process’ heaps, for example sending a message will perform a copy to the
receiving process.

No bookkeeping is happening inside a process heap. There is no tracking which word belongs where, but it is possible
to know what is stored in each memory cell by looking at the tag bits.

Garbage Collection

Garbage collector traces known live values from registers and stack and saves them, then drops everything else.

When a heap comes to its capacity threshold (something like 75%), the process triggers garbage collection. A new
bigger heap may be allocated. Scanning generational garbage collection algorithm runs on the heap. The algorithm
takes the “roots” and moves them to the new heap. Then it scans the remaining parts of source heap and extracts more
values, referred by the roots. After the scanning, source heap contains only dead values and algorithm drops it.

“Scanning” means, that garbage collector follows the data roots from the start to the end, parsing everything it meets.
“Generational” means, that algorithm splits data into young and old generation, assuming that data often dies young,
and old data is less likely to be freed. Also the algorithm remembers the old position (mature), where the previous
scanning has finished. Any data below it is guaranteed to have not updated since the last scan. This trick reduces
amount of scanning and speeds up the algorithm.

In reality the picture is a bit more complicated. There can be one or two heaps with different placement logic applied
to them.

Having garbage collector run per process heap allows Erlang to keep collection latency low. Also it doesn’t pause or
affect other processes on other schedulers. This is not a simple topic, but theory is all here: http://gchandbook.org/

See also:

BEAM Wisdoms: In depth: Process Heap Layout.

BEAM Wisdoms: In depth: Data Types Memory Layout.

Garbage Collector in Erlang 19

1.1.5 Input/Output and Ports ELI5

A main reason why people run computer programs is to have side effects. A pure program without side effects will
consume watts of power, warm up your room and do nothing else. To connect programs to the outer world, there
are input and output features in every language. For example: reading and writing files, accessing hardware ports or
interacting with OS drivers, drawing on screen and so on.
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Erlang does this with ports, driven by small C modules, called port drivers. Some drivers are built into Erlang, and
some you will have to create yourself, or pay someone to do it for you. For many port problems there may already be
a solution on Github (Unix pipes as example).

When you connect to a resource to start using it, you receive a Port value back. It behaves similar to a process: it
consumes CPU time to process your data, you can send messages to it, also it can send messages back to you. You can
link to a port or monitor a port (monitors added since v.19).

Port Tasks

Each port similar to processes gets assigned to one scheduler. Every scheduler on each CPU core will periodically
check assigned ports and perform polling and maintenance (this is called running port tasks). This gives CPU time to
port drivers to perform actual IO and deliver results to the processes who are waiting.

To improve this situation and to separate port tasks from schedulers, so that they don’t affect main code, Async Threads
have been invented. VM creates extra CPU threads which have only one primary goal — to serve IO tasks.

This can be controlled with +A<number> command line flag. Default value is 10 async threads.

Port Driver

A C module can be registered by name as a port driver. You can specify, which driver to invoke, when opening a port.
Port driver performs several basic commands as opening, closing a port, sending data to it or reading from it. Socket
interface, OS process spawning – for example they are implemented as port drivers.

See also:

Technical details IO in Erlang

1.1.6 Tracing ELI5

How does Erlang VM perform tracing of calls, messages, processes spawning and passing away?

Tracing is a VM mode, that can be toggled on and off, and starts producing a stream of events. A call to
dbg:tracer() starts a process which will receive this stream. You can create your own tracer with its own state
and feed events to it.

Tracing is able to produce overwhelming amount of irrelevant data. To limit this data a trace filter is applied with
dbg:tp/4 (and similar).

When everything is prepared: a tracer and a filter, it is time to open the2 valve. A call to dbg:p/2 (and similar) sets
the trace target (a process, a port, spawn and exit events, everything, and so on). It will start sending everything that
matches trace target and the filter you’ve set to the tracer process.

Inner Workings of the Tracing

Simple things, like process lifetime events or messages have tracer checks in place everywhere in the virtual machine’s
C code. If tracing is enabled, then a message is sent to the current tracer.

Tracing calls and returns from BIF functions is a bit more complex. Because BIF are not real Erlang code, they have
to be wrapped in a tracing code somehow. This is done by replacing BIF table with BIF entry function addresses
with another table. Each entry in this new table is a simple call to erts_bif_trace with a function name and
arguments. This function performs the real call and sends trace messages.

1.1. ELI5 Section (Explain Me Like I’m Five) 9
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At certain moments, when we want to trace a BIF trapping and returning to execution later, another trick is used.
Address to a special BEAM opcode is pushed onto the stack before the BIF is finished. This allows to catch up when
trap continues execution and will send the trace event correctly when the BIF was finished.

1.1.7 BIF and NIF functions ELI5

BIF Functions

Unless you work on OTP C source, you will never have to create own BIF function. If you want to implement own
native function for your project, check out the next section about NIFs!

In the standard Erlang library most functions are implemented in Erlang. But many features of the virtual machine
and internal functions are impossible to reach from pure Erlang. So they were written in C and are exported as BIF —
built-in functions. BIFs are used in standard Erlang libraries and are statically built into emulator during compile-time.

When reading Erlang standard library modules you often can see functions with a single call to
erlang:nif_error(...). These are BIF stubs. BEAM loader finds the native library and replaces these stubs
with references to native implementation in C. You can also create BIF or NIF functions in other languages like C++
or Rust. You should also register a new BIF in a special file, called bif.tab which connects module:function name
and the BIF when you build the emulator.

If you are curious, search for some function in OTP C source, for example: lists_reverse_2 in
erl_bif_lists.c. A BIF function takes Process pointer and a pointer to registers, where it can access as
many Term (Eterm C type) registers as it needs. A BIF must return a Term value or a THE_NON_VALUE for special
execution control features like traps, yields and exceptions.

NIF Functions

NIFs are a different way of making native functions, more suited for separate compilation and to be loaded by user
modules. NIF interface and type system is also simplified — they abstract away and hide many internal types, bits and
fields of the emulator.

There is a good NIF tutorial in standard documentation and about a million of NIF functions written by users and
available in various Github projects.

Still even if it is simplified, one must be careful! A badly written NIF is able to tip over the whole virtual machine or
hog the resources and slow the execution to a grind.

See also:

BEAM Wisdoms: Interfacing Erlang with the Outer World for a list of NIF, interoperability libraries, and port drivers
for different programming languages.

1.1.8 Types ELI5

Erlang is dynamically typed language. It means that any variable, field or function argument can contain any allowed
value.

Type Specs

There is the type description language, which you can use to describe what YOU think your functions should take and
return. These type specs are optional and the compiler will run your program like nothing happened even if a type
violation exists. To ensure that your type specs do not contradict each other, there is another tool called Dialyzer.

A type spec is a directive in source ERL file, which looks like

10 Chapter 1. Latest
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-spec func_name(Arg :: integer(), _, Y :: any()) -> float().

Type specs are not code, they neither run nor prevent your program from compiling.

See also:

You can read more about specifying types of your program in Typespec Reference Manual and other existing books,
such as Learn You Some Erlang

Dialyzer

Dialyzer takes compiled BEAM or ERL source files as input, then tries to guess types (type inference).

How This Works

Say you have written a function, f which takes one argument X and returns something. Dialyzer first does a general
assumption that f is a fun(), which takes any value (X :: any()) and returns whatever (any()). This is what
Dialyzer guesses initially:

-spec f(X :: any()) -> any().

Any() is the widest type possible which covers any value. Then Dialyzer analyzes usage of this function and its code
and tries to reduce argument and return types to more narrow specific set of types.

For example, if Dialyzer discovers that the only two places which call your function f pass an integer or an atom
argument, then X’s type is reduced to integer()|atom() (a set of two types). This is what Dialyzer may possibly
calculate:

-spec f(X :: integer() | atom()) -> any().

If Dialyzer finds a contradiction, i.e. some types collapse to an empty type (none()) or incompatible types are found,
Dialyzer reports an error. These errors may look confusing, but they often (always?) point to an existing problem in
the code.

Typer

Typer is another optional tool, found in your OTP distribution. Using same algorithm as Dialyzer, it infers the types for
a given module and prints them. You can take them and insert into your program for future use or to better document
a large legacy project.

1.1.9 External Term Format ELI5

To communicate with the outer world and other Erlang nodes, also to save things on disk, Erlang uses special encoding
— External Term Format.

The main requirements to the format:

• Easy for human and machine to see an encoded term and what it is. An external term always starts with byte
131 (0x83).

• Compact with optional compression. A tag 131 (0x83), 80 (0x50), U32/big length marks a compressed term.

• Cross-platform, all integers are encoded as big endian (from most significant bytes to least), floats use big endian
IEEE encoding, text uses UTF-8 or ISO-8859-1 (ASCII superset).

1.1. ELI5 Section (Explain Me Like I’m Five) 11
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To encode a term see erlang:term_to_binary and the opposite operation is erlang:binary_to_term.

Decoding a crafted binary allows us to construct terms which are impossible to make with standard library functions,
such as non-existing ports and pids.

Usually atoms are encoded as strings. But in the distributed mode (over the network) to further reduce the protocol
size a distribution header can be added. It contains a table of atom names which are included in the encoded message.
Atoms in the message are placed in this table and their occurences are replaced with indexes.

It is impossible to encode internal VM value types which never appear in Erlang programs, such as THE_NON_VALUE,
references to registers, CP (continuation pointer) etc.

See also:

External Term Format documentation.

1.1.10 Property Based Testing ELI5

Assume you know about regular unit testing, possibly you’ve heard about the common test. There is another way to
check your system, different from ordinary testing methods. It is called property based testing.

To make a test one should define types and ranges for the input data, which the system will take under the test.
Definition of input data looks like a tuple with type and range argument descriptions. They are data, and you build
this data before the test.

Then the test engine will call your code with random combinations of defined input data. Test engine tries to observe
if the system under test still shows the defined properties.

If at some moment the required property is not observed, test will stop and engine will try to shrink the input. This is
an attempt to find simplest input data which still breaks the test. Test engine will try to reduce complexity for as many
parameters as possible.

See also:

Libraries which offer property based testing: PropEr and Quviq QuickCheck (commercial) (note that QuickCheck also
exists for other languages!)

Example

Imagine that your boss asked you to write a fizz_buzz function. From the documentation it is clear, that a good
fizz_buzz takes an integer argument between 1 and 100. Also it will return fizz for arguments that are divisible
by 3, buzz for arguments that are divisible by 5, fizbuzz for arguments divisible by both 3 and 5.

So the input range: it is an integer between 1 and 100.

And 3 properties we want to observe:

1. When X rem 15 =:= 0 we want to see fizzbuzz as return value.

2. When X rem 3 =:= 0 we want to see fizz.

3. When X rem 5 =:= 0 we want to see buzz.

Note: Please consult actual documentation for the selected test library. The syntax of the library calls differs.

Test engine will apply random combinations of values from the defined input range. Test engine will ensure that all 3
properties are observed during the run.
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Note: You can test any black box system this way, without knowing its internals. The system under test can be a C
program or even a real piece of hardware!

It is also possible to run parallel tests (ensure that a parallel system doesn’t break when things happen in parallel) and
state machine tests (ensure that a state machine doesn’t break under the random input).

1.1.11 Efficiency ELI5

Data copying

Here are general rules regarding data copying and performance.

• Data is stored in process heap most of the time.

• As long as data is moved inside the owning process, it is not copied, only a pointer is passed.

• If the data ever leaves the process, a message for example, it will be copied to its new owner.

• If the data is moved to or from ETS, it behaves similarly, it will be copied (ETS has own heap separate from
any process).

• If the data is moved between a process and a port, it will be copied (ports behave similar to processes, and own
resources in a similar way).

• Large binaries >64 bytes are never copied, instead they are reference counted and reference is shared between
processes. This is why you want to GC periodically all processes which have touched a large binary, otherwise
it may take a long time before the binary is freed.

Literals (Constants)

All Erlang values in your module (literals) are saved in the module file and then loaded when your module loads.
These values are stored in special memory area called constant pool and later when you reload your code the garbage
collector will move old constants to your process heap (see note below, this has changed in OTP 20.0).

Accessing a literal value of any size is cheap. You can use this trick to define large constant structures, lookup tuples
with cheap element access, store large binaries in code etc.

Note: In Erlang versions prior to 20.0 a constant value will be copied when crossing process boundary (explained
above in “Data Copying”). This has changed in version 20.0 (OTP-13529 in Release Notes )

1.1.12 Memory Performance ELI5

Data Locality

In recent decades performance of computer memory did not grow as fast as performance of CPUs has improved. To
offset impact of memory low performance several levels of CPU caches are used which store recently accessed data
closer to the CPU. When you access any byte in memory, larger blocks of data are loaded to cache or flushed at once
(these are called cache rows).

The general rule of gaining best performance is to store relevant data close together. From Erlang point of view it
means also creating all relevant data together which will place them together in process heap.

1.1. ELI5 Section (Explain Me Like I’m Five) 13
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If the data is large, it should be grouped to allow sequential processing. And the cost of memory access can be so high
that some values are cheaper to calculate instead of loading them from some cold (uncached and rarely read) memory
location.

Hot (often accessed) memory is a welcome place to store your variables and working data, for C and C++ programs
this is program stack and for C++ this would be fields of your current class object, because it always was accessed
recently. It is harder to say which memory is hot for Erlang, as we don’t control much of its behaviour, but there are
some tricks that affect data placement on heap and how it will perform after.

Cache Miss

A “cache miss” is a special situation which occurs when CPU accesses some data and the data wasn’t in cache. A
cache row (64 bytes) of data are requested from main RAM. CPU is forced to wait for the data. If possible the CPU
will try and do some other work by reordering machine instructions, but this does not always happen and just assume
that it is waiting for the data.

Typical cost of a cache miss is ~100 CPU cycles. This is a lot of time, many simpler values can be calculated without
accessing memory and save significant time with not reading the main RAM.

Even worse if your program runs on a large production server with hundreds GB of memory, then most likely it uses
non-uniform memory architecture (NUMA) and the memory is divided between CPU cores. The cost of a cache miss
on such machines is even higher, especially if accessing part of RAM “owned” by another CPU core. Erlang and
BEAM VM is aware about this and does its best to preserve the core locality of used memory.

So when you are optimizing your awesome algorithm which now is perfect and doesn’t run any better no matter the
effort, have a look at how it works with memory. The reward for using memory efficiently is your code running much
faster!

Data Types

Note: Major garbage collection of a process will order its data in memory by placing all list cells together, and tuple
values will follow the tuple in memory. This is very good for memory locality although moving all this data might be
super expensive.

Note: For memory-heavy operations consider owning the data in the process which does the work instead of
requesting it from ETS or database while doing the work. Keeping at most one memory-intensive process per available
CPU core is welcome, let the BEAM VM do the rest for you. Also consider doing a major GC on your worker process
before running a big calculation (see erlang:garbage_colect).

Immediate Values

These values are smallest, they always fit into a CPU register and there is not much you can do to make them work
any faster. They are atoms, small integers, local pids etc.

Lists

Lists in BEAM are represented as single-linked lists of value pairs (cells). If a list is created in a complex algorithm
slowly, its cells might be sparsely distributed in memory interleaved with other data created at the same time. This
may lead to inefficient CPU cache usage. A way to offset this is to create your large working lists in tight loops while
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not creating other unnecessary data. This will place list cells tightly together with their values. When it is not possible,
you can always invoke a major garbage collection and have everything sorted for you (at a cost).

Tuples

As tuples are stored as arrays, they are cache friendly. If a tuple contains other data structures such as lists or tuples,
the data will be stored somewhere else on heap and the tuple will only contain pointers to it. Even better if a major
garbage collection was performed recently which sorts your data in memory and groups it together.

Floats

Even if a floating point value fits into a CPU register and has same size as an immediate value (small integer or atom
etc), actually they are stored on-heap with a header word marking their presence. This makes floats consume double
the memory and each access to them will dereference a pointer to a possibly cold memory location where no other
floats are stored.

Best you can do here is to create your arrays or lists of floating point values in tight loop together, which will maximize
how many floats are cached when a single cache row of 64 bytes is loaded. Or run a major GC to group them
automatically.

ETS Tables

There is not much you can do to affect ETS table memory behaviour, so here you are at the mercy of BEAM VM
developers.

1.2 Deeper Knowledge Section

1.2.1 BEAM Definitions

For specific constant values, bit positions and bit sizes please always refer to original beam sources, file: erl_term.
h

Boxed Value A term value, whose primary tag is (TAG_PRIMARY_BOXED=2), contains a pointer to data on heap.

The first word of the box always has header tag (TAG_PRIMARY_HEADER=0) in its 2 least-significant bits.
Then goes the subtag (following 4 bits) which determines type of the value inside the box. Knowing this allows
scanning heap and interpreting found data.

VM uses boxes to store larger values, which do not fit into Word size minus 4 bits (immediate-1) or Word size
minus 6 bits (for immediate-2).

Examples of box: bigint, float, fun, export, heap and refcounted binary, external ports and pids (with host
name in them).

Cache Locality A mythical creature used to scare naughty developers. It may have either huge impact on your code
performance or very little. Always run performance tests before you start optimizing for this.

Context Virtual machine context is a small structure which contains a copy of active registers, instruction pointer, few
other pointers from the currently running process. It is stored in CPU registers or on stack (based on C compiler
judgement when building the emulator).
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When a process is ready to run, its fields are copied into the context, i.e. swapped in. When a process is
suspended or scheduled out, the context is stored back into the process. This operation is called swapping out.
This is not a cheap operation, so VM tries to minimize context switches.

A context switch is also performed when changing from BEAM code to native compiled code by HiPE or JIT.
This is why mixing HiPE and normal Erlang code in your program, which calls each other, is an expensive
luxury.

CP, Continuation pointer A raw pointer to a location in prepared BEAM code. It is used as a return value or as a
label offset. CP and can only be found on the stack, never in registers or on heap.

Header tag When a box is referenced or when a block of memory is stored in heap, its first Word usually has few least-
significant bits reserved (currently 6). First goes the primary tag (2 bits of TAG_PRIMARY_HEADER=0). Then
follows the header tag (4 bits) which defines the type of contents. Remaining bits may hold other information,
often these bits store the arity (contents size).

Immediate A term value, whose primary tag is TAG_PRIMARY_IMMED1=3 contains an immediate value. Two bits
follow the primary tag and determine the value type (TAG_IMMED1_* macros). If the immediate-1 tag equals
TAG_IMMED1_IMMED2=2 then two more bits are used to interpret the value type (TAG_IMMED2_* macros).

Examples of immediate: small integers, local pids and ports, atoms, empty list NIL. An immediate value fits
into one Word and does not reference any memory.

Heap Dynamically allocated block of Words used by a process. Heap can be resized with help of either
ERTS_REALLOC* macro or by allocating a new fragment and moving data there using garbage collector.
Data is placed onto heap sequentially from its start.

Port A special value which you receive when you call erlang:open_port. It is hooked to a port driver (built-in
or custom). You can send it commands and receive messages from it, you can close it, link to it and monitor it
(monitoring added in v.19).

A port driver manages some resource, such as a file, a socket, a ZIP archive etc. Ports provide your process with
a stream of events from some resource, and you can write commands and data to them as well.

Primary Tag When a term value is encoded, several least-significant bits (currently 2 bits) are reserved to represent
type of contained term.

Term tag can be: a box (TAG_PRIMARY_BOXED=2), a list (TAG_PRIMARY_LIST=1), a header
(TAG_PRIMARY_HEADER=0) or an immediate (TAG_PRIMARY_IMMED1=3).

Reduction Each instruction or a call has a cost, it uses imaginary units called reductions, where 1 reduction is ap-
proximately one function call. Cost of other calls and operations is derived from this approximately.

Registers An array of Words used to pass arguments in a function call. When a recursive call is made, affected
registers are also saved onto the stack.

Roots During garbage collection, the roots are all known to be live values, they are collected from:

• the stack

• the live registers

• the process dictionary

• the message queue

• the group leader and the exception reason fields.

Anything that can be traced by following references from the roots is considered to be reachable data. This data
is moved to the new heap. Previous heap is discarded, because no data can be reached on it anymore.

Scheduler Scheduler is a loop which runs on a fixed CPU core and it either fetches and executes next instruction
based on instruction pointer in current process, or takes next process in the queue. As soon as a process has
been running for certain number of reductions (say 2000 but number may change), it is scheduled out and put
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to sleep, and next process takes its place and continues running where it left off. This allows some sort of fair
scheduling where everyone is guaranteed a slice of time, no matter how busy some processes are.

Slot A special tagged value which points at a register, float register, or a stack slot. It is used internally by instructions
and never appears in Erlang programs as data.

Stack A section of young heap of a process, which is used as temporary storage and return stack by a process. A
new process creates a stack which has zero size and begins at the heap_end. Stack grows back (decrementing
memory address) until it meets heap write position (heap_top). Then heap is considered full and garbage
collection will trigger.

Data on stack is grouped into Stack Frames.

Stack Frame Functions can create a stack frame by pushing a CP value and reserving several extra words on stack.
Sometimes, when code throws an exception, VM scans the stack to build a stacktrace and uses these CP values
as markers.

Each frame corresponds to a function call. A frame always begins with a CP value which marks a return address
can be used to find a frame boundary. Rest of the frame is used to store any temporary variables and register
values between the calls.

Term A term is any value in Erlang. Internally a term is a Word with few least-significant bits reserved (2 to 6 bits
depending on the value) which define its type. Remaining bits either contain the value itself (for immediate
values) or a pointer to data on heap (box values).

Terminating a Process An exit or kill signal is sent to a process which works similar to an exception. If process was
able to catch an exit signal (trap_exit), then nothing else happens.

Process that is going to die will free its memory, trigger all monitors and links, leave the process queue and get
unregistered from the process registry.

THE_NON_VALUE Internal value used by emulator, you will never be able to see it from Erlang. It marks exception
or special type of return value from BIF functions, also it used to mark memory during garbage collection.

Depending on whether DEBUG macro is set and HiPE is enabled, THE_NON_VALUE takes value of primary
float header (6 least-significant bits are 0110-00) with remaining bits set to either all 0 or all 1. Or it is all
zero-bits Word (marking a zero arity tuple on Heap), which never can appear in a register, thus marking it useful
to be the special return value.

Word Machine-dependent register-sized unsigned integer. This will have width of 32 bits on 32-bit architecture, and
64 on a 64-bit architecture. In BEAM source code Word can be unsigned (UWord) or signed (SWord).

1.2.2 Data Types Memory Layout

This describes data format on heap, as seen in C code or from debugger. You will never be able to see this format from
Erlang code.

Immediate values
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Immediate types always occupy 1 Word. To know if you found an immediate, its least-significant 2 bits will have value
TAG_PRIMARY_IMMED1=3.

To know which exactly immediate you’ve got, see the two following bits (bit 2 and 3): _TAG_IMMED1_PID=0,
_TAG_IMMED1_PORT=1, _TAG_IMMED1_SMALL=3. This leaves remaining Word-size minus 4 bits for the actual
value.

If the bits 2 and 3 contained _TAG_IMMED1_IMMED2=2 then two more bits (bit 4 and 5) are taken and interpreted.
They can be _TAG_IMMED2_ATOM=0, _TAG_IMMED2_CATCH=1 _TAG_IMMED2_NIL=3, which leaves remain-
ing Word-size minus 6 bits for the actual value.

This also explains why max small integer range is 32-4=28: 2^27-1 + one bit sign, because small is an immediate-
1 value. And why max number of atoms can be 32-6=26 (2^26=32 million), because atom is an immediate-2 value.
For compatibility reasons this limit also applies to 64-bit systems.

Lists (Cons)

A list term is boxed value (i.e. contains a pointer to heap). 2 least-significant bits of list value have
TAG_PRIMARY_LIST=1, remaining bits are the pointer.

A value on heap contains 2 Words – namely CAR (or list head) and CDR (list tail) (see CAR and CDR macros in
emulator/beam/erl_term.h). This pair of words is called “Cons Cell” (terminology from Lisp and functional
programming). Cons cell has no header word stored in memory.

Each cons cell contains pointer to next cell in CDR (tail). As this is also visible from Erlang, last cons cell of a list
contains NIL (a special value for empty list []) or a non-list Term value (this makes improper list).

This structure may look inefficient, but on the other hand it allows connecting any tail of any list to multiple cons cells
to reuse existing data.
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Boxed

Boxed value is a pointer with 2 least-significant bits tagged with TAG_PRIMARY_BOXED=2. Remaining bits are the
pointer.

A boxed pointer must always point to a Header (see explanation of headers below). Boxed values can be found
everywhere: in registers, on stack, on heaps.

Box always points at a Header (below). During the garbage collection a Box can point to another Box or to
THE_NON_VALUE to mark a moved object, but never after.

Headers

Header tag is placed on any boxed value on heap, also on temporary blocks used by internal emulator logic, they will
be automatically garbage collected later.

Header values can never be found in register or on stack. This is heap-only data structure.

Tuple (ARITYVAL=0)

A tuple has header word tagged with TAG_PRIMARY_HEADERwith ARITYVAL_SUBTAG. Remaining bits in header
word represent tuple arity (see arityval and make_arityval macros).

Following are tuple elements. This explains, why tuple is very easy to access at arbitrary index, and very hard to grow.
Modification of tuple elements in place is used as optimization by Erlang compiler if it can prove, that intermediate
tuple value will be dropped.
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Bignum (NEG=2/POS_BIG=3)

Bignums have header word tagged with TAG_PRIMARY_HEADER followed by either POS_BIG_SUBTAG or
NEG_BIG_SUBTAG. Remaining bits in header word are arity, i.e. how many extra Words are used by bignum bits.

Following are bits of the bignum, a Word at a time. Most significant word goes first.

Reference (REF=4)

See struct RefThing in emulator/beam/erl_term.h. Contains header word tagged with
TAG_PRIMARY_HEADER with REF_SUBTAG which also matches the first field of RefThing.

Following are other RefThing fields (3 32-bit words or 2 64-bit words) which have the ref value stored in them.
Internal (local) ref layout is explained in emulator/beam/erl_term.h search for text “Ref layout (internal
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references)” and “Ref layout on a 64-bit” (2 comments).

Fun/Closure (FUN=5)

See struct ErlFunThing in erl_fun.h. Contains header word tagged with TAG_PRIMARY_HEADER with
FUN_SUBTAG which also matches the first field of ErlFunThing.

This is a closure (a function pointer with frozen variable values). It contains pointer to function entry, arity, amount of
frozen variables, pid of creator process and array of frozen variables.

Float (FLOAT=6)

Contains header word tagged with TAG_PRIMARY_HEADER with FLOAT_SUBTAG. Followed by 64 bit of C
double IEEE-754 format.

Export (EXPORT=7)

Refers to a {Mod, Fun, Arity}. Contains a pointer to the export table. Always has arity 1 (because only one
pointer).

A record in export table contains:

• Pointers to all (old and current) versions of the code for the function

• 2 words with func_info opcode for the function. Note, that this is executable BEAM code.

• 3 words: Module (atom), Function (atom), Arity (as untagged integer)

• 1 word which is 0 or may contain a apply, call or breakpoint opcode. Note, that this is executable BEAM code.

• 1 word argument for the previous opcode. May be a pointer to BEAM code, a pointer to a C BIF function or 0.

See also:

Export struct in emulator/beam/export.h

Reference-counted Binary (REFC_BINARY=8)

A pointer to binary on the binary heap. When this is destroyed, the reference count is reduced (can only happen during
GC). Reference to refc binary is called procbin. A refc binary whose refc reaches 0 is deleted.
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Heap Binary (HEAP_BINARY=9)

A smaller binary (under 64 bytes) which is directly placed on the process heap.

Sub-binary (SUB_BINARY=10)

A temporary pointer to a part of another binary (either heap or refcounted, but never into another sub-binary). Can be
produced by split_binary function.

Match context

Similar to sub-binary but is optimized for binary matching.

Ext Pid 12

Pid containing node name. Refers to a process on another node.

Ext Port 13

Port containing node name. Refers to a port on another node.

Ext Ref (EXTERNAL_REF=14)

External ref format is explained in erl_term.h search for “External thing layout”.

1.2.3 BEAM Internal data sizes

See also:

Data sizes in the Erlang Efficiency Guide <http://erlang.org/doc/efficiency_guide/advanced.html>

Each boxed term has size described below plus one word for term value itself which you store somewhere else (be it
on heap then you should count size for this term too, or in register/on stack - then it will not consume heap memory).

For specific bit positions and bit sizes please always refer to original beam sources, file: erl_term.h

Immediate

All immediate values have size of one Word.

They are: local pid, local port, small integer, atom, NIL (an empty list []) and catch (internal value). CP can also
be considered an immediate although it is a special value which only appears on stack and never in registers or heap.

List

List value is a pointer to cons cell. Cons cell has size of two Words (one for head, and another for tail). Cons cell can
link to next cons cell and so on, until tail becomes a non-list term (for improper lists) or NIL (for proper lists).

Size of a list is 1 Word (for a pointer) and also on the heap 2*num_cells Words.
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Boxed

Boxed value is a pointer to the heap or some other area and always takes 1 Words. A Box always points to a memory
block which starts with a Header (below) except during GC.

Header

A Box always points to a Header except during GC. Header word typically contains an arity, which is stored in
most-significant bits of their first word, following the header tag (which is 4+2 bits).

Header is a special tag which hides all sorts of internal opaque data. Header can be found on heap only and remain-
ing most-significant bits usually represent its size (arity). For maps, arity is calculated using different formula (see
MAP_HEADER_ARITY macro).

By header tag headers can mark the beginning of: arityval (a tuple), fun (closure with frozen variable values), positive
and negative bigint (tagged separately to avoid storing sign bit), float, export, refvalue, refcounted binary, heap
binary, subbinary, external pid, port, ref, matchstate (internal object) and map.

Tuple

Tuple size on heap is its arity plus 1 Word header. Also 1 Word to store each pointer to the tuple box.

Float

Float size is always 64 bit (1 or 2 words) + 1 Word header. Also 1 Word to store each pointer to the float box.

Big Integer

Bigint size is ceil(log2^64(Number)) Words + 1 Word header. Thus a <=64bit integer will take 1 word,65-
127bit will take 2 words and so on. On 32-bit architectures, of course, the Word size is 32 bit and everything is 32-bit
based. Also +1 Word to store each pointer to the bigint box.

1.2.4 Process Heap Layout

An Erlang process has a young heap (where all new data is placed), old heap (possibly this one does not exist, contains
data which survived previous garbage collection) and a stack, which is located inside young heap.

Also a process has access to read-only literal area, which belongs to one or more of Erlang modules, it contains
constant literals which are found in module code. At some rare occasions (code upgrade or purge) literal area can be
copied to old heap by means of garbage-collection (see erts_garbage_collect_literals in erl_gc.c).

A process has chain of Off-heap objects (so-called MSO – mark and sweep object list). The head of the chain is a field
in Process struct, and the chain continues through the heap visiting Header objects such as refc binaries and fun
closures. During garbage collection this chain is followed and actions can be taken (similar to C++ destructors) when
an MSO object is going to die – for example refc binaries have their refcount reduced and possibly are freed. MSO
objects are strictly sorted from new to old, by the order of their creation on heap.
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How Heap Grows

Additionally heap segments can exist (for situations, when heap is not enough, but data must be allocated). Heap
segments are consolidated before garbage collection and merged onto heap.

Heap top (heap_top) marks current allocation position in heap. When more data is needed, heap_top is advanced
forward and data goes there.

Heap always grows forward from heap_start (see erl_process.h, Process struct, fields heap,
old_heap). Stack always grows backwards from heap_end to heap_top, as soon as stack meets heap top,
the young heap is considered full and garbage collection is triggered.

Old heap does not contain a stack. Old heap can only grow during garbage collection and its future size is precalculated.

To minimize memory fragmentation, heap sizes like a puzzle pieces are allocated following Fibonacci sequence (start-
ing from 12 and 38 Words) for 23 total steps, after which (at about 1.3 million Words) sequence continues by adding
20% to the previous value.

1.2.5 Interfacing Erlang with the Outer World

Native Libraries

There are plenty of different approaches on integrating NIFs written in other languages:

C

• edtk, a port driver toolkit

• dryverl (license BSD)

• C/C++ Generic Erlang Port Driver (license MIT)

• Nifty, a NIF wrapper generator

C++

• EPI (license LGPL)

• eixx (license Apache2)

• C/C++ Generic Erlang Port Driver (license MIT)

• C++11 NIFPP (license Boost)

Lua

• erlua

• erlualib (license MIT)
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Python

• Pyrlang (Erlang node written in Python gevent) (license Apache2)

• ErlPort (see below in “Ports”)

• erlang_py (license MIT)

• py_interface Website, Github (license LGPL)

• PyErl Github (license MPL)

Ruby

• ErlPort (see below in “Ports”)

• Erlang Term Format (Ruby) (MIT)

PHP

• Erlang Term Format (PHP) (MIT)

Rust

• Rustler (license Apache, MIT)

• erlang-rust-nif

Javascript

• Erlang Term Format (Javascript) (MIT)

Perl

• Erlang Term Format (Perl) (MIT)

Ports and Network

For the situations when you still need the speed and can tolerate some call latency over, but don’t want to risk crashing
your node: choose interaction over network or a port.

• Erlport

• CloudI, A private cloud engine (C/C++, Erlang/Elixir, Java, JavaScript/node.js, Perl, PHP, Python and Ruby)

1.2.6 BEAM File Format

BEAM file format is binary chunked file format, which contains multiple named sections and has a header.

• Read 4 bytes of a .beam file: 'FOR1' (marks IFF container).

• Read U32/big length (so many more bytes must be available in the file)
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• Read 4 bytes 'BEAM' marking a BEAM file section of an IFF file.

Sections

Repeat until end of file:

• Read 4 bytes chunk name (for example can be: Atom, Code, CatT, FunT, ExpT, LitT, StrT, ImpT, Line, Abst
and possibly other chunks). Do a sanity check: Must contain ASCII letters.

• Read U32/big chunk length. This is the data size.

• Perform chunk-dependent reading (see subsections below)

• To find next chunk, pad the length to the multiple of ALIGN=4

file_pos += ALIGN * ((chunk_length + ALIGN - 1) / ALIGN);

“Atom” and “AtU8” - Atoms Table

Both tables have same format and same limitations (256 bytes max length) except that bytes in strings are treated
either as latin1 or utf8.

• Read U32/big atoms count.

• For each atom: read byte length, followed by characters

Atoms[0] is a module name from -module(M). attribute.

“Code” - Compiled Bytecode

• Read U32/big code version (must match emulator’s own version)

• Read U32/big max opcode, U32/big label count, U32/big fun count

• Read the code as a block. Format is discussed at BEAM Code Section Format.

“Abst” - Abstract Syntax Tree

Optional section which contains term_to_binary encoded AST tree.

A quick way to get Abst section (if it exists):

get_abst(Filename) ->
Chunks = beam_lib:all_chunks(Filename),
Abst = proplists:get_value("Abst", element(3, Chunks)),
binary_to_term(Abst).

“CatT” - Catch Table

Contains catch labels nicely lined up and marking try/catch blocks. This section description is INCOMPLETE and
UNTESTED.

• Read U32/big count

• Read array of count U32/big offsets or labels (not sure).
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“FunT” - Function/Lambda Table

Contains pointers to functions in the module.

• Read U32/big count

Until the count do:

• Read U32/big fun_atom_index (name by index from atom table), U32/big arity, U32/big offset (code position),
U32/big index, U32/big nfree (frozen values for closures), U32/big ouniq. Sanity check: fun_Atom_index must
be in atom table range.

“ExpT” - Exports Table

Encodes exported functions and arity in the -export([]). attribute.

• Read U32/big count

Until the count do:

• Read U32/big export name atom index. Sanity check: atom table range.

• Read U32/big arity, U32/big label (offset in BEAM code section, should be translated into the loaded code
offset).

“LitT” - Literals Table

Contains all the constants in file which are larger than 1 machine Word. It is compressed using zip Deflate.

• Read U32/big uncompressed size (prepare output buffer of this size). Run zip inflate (uncompress) on the data.

Inside the uncompressed data:

• Read U32/big value count

Until the value count do:

• Skip U32/big

• Read byte ext term format marker (must be 131)

• Read tag byte, . . . (follow the documentation)

Values are encoded using the external term format. A better reference is in the standard documentation

“ImpT” - Imports Table

Encodes imported functions in the -import([]). attribute.

• Read U32/big count

Until the count do:

• Read U32/big module atom index, U32/big function atom index, U32/big arity
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“LocT” - Local Functions

Essentially same as the export table format ExpT for local functions.

• Read U32/big count

Until the count do:

• Read U32/big func atom index, U32/big arity, U32/big location (label)

“Line” - Line Numbers Table

Encodes line numbers mapping to give better error reporting and code navigation for the program user.

• Read U32/big version (must match emulator’s own version 0).

• Skip U32/big flags

• Read U32/big line_instr_count, U32/big num_line_refs, U32/big num_filenames

• Store invalid location const as Word[] linerefs first element which points at file #0, line 0.

• Set fname_index = 0, this is index in file name table, empty now

Until the num_line_refs do:

• Parse term at read position (see BEAM Term format)

• If the term is a small integer, push a pair of (fname_index, value) to the linerefs array.

• If the term is an atom, use its numeric value as new fname_index. Sanity check: value must be under
num_filenames.

Until the num_filenames do (fill the file names table):

• Read U16/big name size

• Read string of bytes

• Convert string to an atom and push into file names table

“StrT” - Strings Table

What I’ve been able to see from the compiler source, is that this is a huge binary with all concatenated strings from
the Erlang parsed AST (syntax tree). Everything {string, X} goes here. There are no size markers or separators
between strings, so this part is confusing and requires more code reading.

Consider compiler application in standard library, files: beam_asm, beam_dict (record #asm{} field
strings), and beam_disasm.

“Attr” - Attributes

Contains two parts: a proplist of module attributes, encoded as External Term Format, and a compiler info (options
and version) encoded similarly.
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BEAM Compact Term Encoding

BEAM file uses a special encoding to store simple terms in BEAM file in a space-efficient way. It is different from
memory term layout, used by BEAM VM.

The idea is to stick as many type and value data into the 1st byte as possible:

7 6 5 4 3 | 2 1 0
----------+------

| 0 0 0 -- Literal
| 0 0 1 -- Integer
| 0 1 0 -- Atom
| 0 1 1 -- X Register
| 1 0 0 -- Y Register
| 1 0 1 -- Label
| 1 1 0 -- Character

0 0 0 1 0 | 1 1 1 -- Extended -- Float
0 0 1 0 0 | 1 1 1 -- Extended -- List
0 0 1 1 0 | 1 1 1 -- Extended -- Floating point register
0 1 0 0 0 | 1 1 1 -- Extended -- Allocation list
0 1 0 1 0 | 1 1 1 -- Extended -- Literal

Note: In OTP 20 the Floats are encoded as literals, and every other extended code is shifted, i.e. List becomes 1
(0b10111), Float register becomes 2 (0b100111), alloc list becomes 3 (0b110111) and literal becomes 4 (0b1000111).

It uses first 3 bits of a first byte as a tag to specify the type of the following value. If the bits were all 1 (special value
7), then few more bits are used.

For values under 16 the value is placed entirely into bits 4-5-6-7 having bit 3 set to 0:

7 6 5 4 | 3 | 2 1 0
--------+---+------
Value>> | 0 | Tag>>

For values under 16#800 (2048) bit 3 is set to 1, marks that 1 continuation byte will be used and 3 most significant bits
of the value will extend into this byte’s bits 5-6-7:

7 6 5 | 4 3 | 2 1 0
------+-----+------
Value | 0 1 | Tag>>

Larger and negative values are first converted to bytes. Then if the value takes 2..8 bytes, bits 3-4 will be set to 1, and
bits 5-6-7 will contain the (Bytes-2) size for the value, which follows:

7 6 5 | 4 3 | 2 1 0
--------+-----+------
Bytes-2 | 1 1 | Tag>>

If the following value is greater than 8 bytes, then all bits 3-4-5-6-7 will be set to 1, followed by a nested encoded
unsigned ?tag_u value of (Bytes-9):8, and then the data:

7 6 5 4 3 | 2 1 0
----------+------ Followed by nested encoded int (Size-9)
1 1 1 1 1 | Tag>>

See also:
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Refer to beam_asm:encode/2 in the compiler application for details about how this is encoded. Tag values are
presented in this section, but also can be found in compiler/src/beam_opcodes.hrl.

Base and Extended Tag

Let’s parse the value of tag:

• Read a byte and extract its least 3 bits. This is the base tag. It can be Literal=0, Integer=1, Atom=2, XRegister=3,
YRegister=4, Label=5, Character=6, Extended=7.

• If the base tag was Extended=7, then bits 4-5-6-7 PLUS 7 will become the extended tag. It can have values
Float=8, List=9, FloatReg=10, AllocList=11, Literal=12.

A badly written and incomplete Github example of reading signed word routine used to read signed words later:

A badly written and incomplete Github example of parsing a small integer: (used to read SmallInt values later).

Reading the Value

This is the logic, as was decoded from source code of BEAM VM and Ling VM. It looks at the bits in slightly different
order.

• Look into the first byte read, bit 3:

– Bit 3 is 1, so look into bit 4:

* Bit is 1: Use remaining 3 bits of the byte as byte length (if under 7 - read N+2 bytes into signed
words, if the value is 7 - then length is larger than that and we have to read length first – it follows
as ?tag_u=0 (Literal) nested unsigned value)

* Bit 4 is 0: use remaining 3 bits + 8 more bits of the following byte

– Bit #3 = 0: Use remaining 4 bits

Now how to parse an encoded term:

• Read a SmallInt, case tag of:

– Tag=Integer: use the value (signed?)

– Tag=Literal: use smallint value as index in LitT table.

– Tag=Atom: use smallint value MINUS 1 as index in the atom table. 0 smallint means NIL [].

– Tag=Label: use as label index, or 0 means invalid value.

– Tag=XRegister, Tag=YRegister: use as register index.

– Tag=Character (an Unicode symbol): use val as unsigned.

– Tag=Extended List: contains pairs of terms. Read smallint Size. Create tuple of Size, which will
contain Size/2 values. For Size/2 do: read and parse a term (case of value), read a small int (label
index), place them into the tuple.

BEAM Code Section Format

Code section in BEAM file contains list of instructions and arguments. To read an encoded term see BEAM Term
format.

• Read a byte, this is opcode (R19 has 158 base opcodes). Opcode is converted into a label address (for threaded
interpreter) or a pointer to handler function.
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• Query opcode table and get arity for this opcode.

• Until arity: parse term and put it into the output one term or word at a time. VM loop will read the opcode
later and expect that arity args will follow it.

• If any of the parsed terms was a label value, remember its output position to later revisit it and overwrite with
actual label address in memory (it is not known until code parsing is done).

1.2.7 BEAM Instruction Codes

BEAM file stores code in Code section, using 1 byte for opcode, and encoding arguments one after one using compact
term encoding. Opcode table defines arity, or how many arguments each opcode can take.

The table is not complete, for details on remaining opcodes please refer to LING VM opcode table or to the source
beam_emu.c. Also see the opcode rules table ops.tab, which defines special opcodes and rules to to create
superinstructions. Superinstructions bundle several often used instructions into one and try to optimize for specific
argument types.

As of R19 there are 158 base opcodes and several hundreds of superinstructions.

Opcode Table

Search for “#N” to find opcode N.

Slots are special values marking stack cell or a register. They can be used to point at the data source or move destina-
tion. There are several values of secondary tag which denote them.

#2 func_info

Func_info is located at the beginning of every function, but execution always begins at the next label. If all
function clauses have failed guard checks, VM will jump to this instruction. It raises function_clause error with
appropriate line number.

#4 call

Spec: call Arity Label

Saves current IP to CP (return address) and jumps to the Label, which usually is a function entry point.

#5 call_last

Spec: call_last Arity Label Deallocate

Deallocates Deallocate words on stack and does a tail recursive call (jump) to the function at Label. Does not
update the CP register with a return address, making return bypass current code location.

#6 call_only

Spec: call_only Arity Label

Performs tail recursive call of a function at Label. Does not update the CP register with a return address, making
return bypass current code location.
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#7 call_ext

Spec: call_ext Arity Destination::mfarity()

Performs call to an external Destinationmfarity (a tuple {Mod, Fun, Arity}) which can point to an exported
function or a BIF. Return address is saved in CP.

#8 call_ext_last

Spec: call_ext_last Arity Destination::mfarity() Deallocate

Deallocates Deallocate words from stack and performs a tail recursive call to an external Destination mfarity
(a tuple {Mod, Fun, Arity}) which can point to an exported function or a BIF. Does not update the CP register
with a return address, making return bypass current code location.

#9 bif0

Spec: bif0 ImportIndex Dst::mfarity() (note no fail label)

Looks up BIF with zero arguments by Dst mfarity (a tuple {Mod, Fun, Arity}) and calls it. Cannot silently fail
by jumping to a label and will always throw an exception.

#10 bif1 #11 bif2 #152 bif3

Spec: bif1 Fail::label() ImportIndex Arg1 Dst::mfarity()

Spec: bif2 Fail::label() ImportIndex Arg1 Arg2 Dst::mfarity()

Spec: bif3 Fail::label() ImportIndex Arg1 Arg2 Arg3 Dst::mfarity()

Looks up BIF with 1, 2 or 3 arguments by Dst mfarity (a tuple {Mod, Fun, Arity}) and calls it. If Fail label
is valid (not 0?), VM will jump to the label on error, otherwise will throw an exception.

#12 allocate #14 allocate_zero

Spec: allocate StackNeed Live

Spec: allocate_zero StackNeed Live

Allocates StackNeed words on the stack (a stack frame). Live defines how many X registers are currently in use
(for GC call). Current CP value is saved on top of the stack. Allocate_zero writes NIL to all new stack cells,
while allocate may or may not do this.

#13 allocate_heap #15 allocate_heap_zero

Spec: allocate_heap StackNeed HeapNeed Live

Spec: allocate_heap_zero StackNeed HeapNeed Live

Allocates StackNeed words on the stack and ensures that there are HeapNeed available words on the heap. Live
defines how many X registers are currently in use (for GC call). Current CP value is saved on top of the stack.
Allocate_heap_zero writes NIL to all new stack (possibly heap too?) cells, while allocate_heap may or
may not do this.
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#16 test_heap

Spec: test_heap Need Live

Ensures there are at least Need words on the heap. If needed, GC is performed using Live values from registers
array.

#17 init

Spec: init Y

Clears Y+1-th stack word by writing NIL. Offset by one is there because CP is also stored on stack but it is not
considered an Y cell.

#18 deallocate

Spec: deallocate N

Restores CP from stack and deallocates N+1 words from stack (one extra for the CP).

#19 return

Jumps to current value of CP register. Sets CP to 0.

#20 send

Sends value X[1] to the process specified by X[0]. X[1] becomes the result of the operation (is moved to X[0]).

#21 remove_message

Unlinks current message from the message queue. Message is moved to X[0]. Current means that there is a movable
pointer to a message in the linked list.

#23 loop_rec

Spec: loop_rec Label Source

Picks up next message in the queue and places it into X[0]. If there is no message, jumps to Label which points to
a wait or wait_timeout instruction.

#24 loop_rec_end

Spec: loop_rec_end Label

Advances message pointer to the next message, then jump to Label which points to a loop_rec instruction.
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#25 wait

Spec: wait Label

Jumps to the Label and immediately suspends the process (wait for event).

Comparisons

Spec: <opcode> Label Arg1 Arg2

Performs a comparison and jumps to Label if false.

• #39 is_lt - is less

• #40 is_ge - is greater or equal

• #41 is_eq - equal ==

• #42 is_ne - not equal /=

• #43 is_eq_exact - exactly equal =:=

• #44 is_ne_exact - exactly not equal =/=

• #58 test_arity - checks if Arg1 is a tuple of size Arg2

• #115 is_function2 - checks if Arg1 is a fun of arity Arg2

Guards as Opcodes

Spec: <opcode> Label Arg

Some guards are implemented as opcodes. Performs a check and jumps to Label if false.

• #45 is_integer - is small or bignum

• #46 is_float

• #47 is_number - is small or bignum or float

• #48 is_atom

• #49 is_pid

• #50 is_reference

• #51 is_port

• #52 is_nil

• #53 is_binary

• #54 is_constant - possibly checks if term belongs to literal area of a module?

• #55 is_list - term is a NIL or points to a cons cell

• #56 is_nonempty_list - term points to a cons cell

• #57 is_tuple

• #77 is_function

• #114 is_boolean
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#59 select_val

Spec: select_val Arg FailLabel Destinations

Scans Destinations even elements (0, 2, 4. . . ) and compares with Arg. If match is found, jumps to the label in
the next odd element (1, 3, 5. . . ) otherwise jumpts to FailLabel. By “match” naive compare is meant.

#60 select_tuple_arity

Spec: select_tuple_arity Tuple FailLabel Destinations

Check the arity of the Tuple and jump to the corresponding Destination label, if no arity matches, jump to
FailLabel.

#61 jump

Spec: jump Address

#62 catch

Spec: catch Y Label

Saves a resumption address &CatchEnd in the local frame at position Y. Increments the process catch counter. The
instruction is followed by a catch_end instruction. By followed we mean that the catch_end instruction is put
after corresponding Erlang expression that is protected from errors by the catch.

#63 catch_end

Spec: catch_end Y

Clears a resumption address stored in the local frame at position Y. Decrements the process catch counter. This
instruction is preceded by a matching catch instruction.

#64 move

Spec: move Src Dst

Moves value from the Src to the Dst.

Src can be a value or a slot. Dst must be a slot.

#65 get_list

Spec: get_list Source Head Tail

Gets the head and tail of a list (splits its cons cell) from Source and puts values into the registers Head and Tail.
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#66 get_tuple_element

Spec get_tuple_element Source Element Destination::slot()

Gets Element-th item from the tuple denoted by Source and puts it into the Destination slot.

#69 put_list

Spec: put_list H T Dst::slot()

Creates a cons cell with [H|T] and places the value into Dst.

#70 put_tuple #71 put

Spec put_tuple Arity Dst

This opcode is followed by Arity repeated put Value opcodes. Creates an empty tuple of Arity and places
pointer to it into Dst. Then moves instruction pointer forward, while next opcode is put, reads argument for every
put and places it into the next tuple element. Stops after Arity steps.

#72 badmatch

Produces an error.

#73 if_clause

Produces an error.

#74 case_clause

Produces an error.

#75 call_fun

Spec: call_fun Arity

Calls a fun or export. Arguments are in X[0..Arity-1]. Function object is in X[Arity]. Return address is saved
in CP.

Raises badarity if arity does not match the function object. Raises badfun if object is not callable (not a fun or
export).

#76 make_fun

Seems to be deprecated, so compiler always generates make_fun2.
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#78 call_ext_only

Spec: call_ext_only Arity Destination::mfarity()

Performs a tail recursive call to a Destination mfarity (a tuple {Mod, Fun, Arity}) which can point to an
exported function or a BIF. Does not update the CP register with a return address, making return bypass current code
location.

#89 bs_put_integer/5

Spec: bs_put_integer Fail=j Sz=sq Unit=u Flags=u Src=s

An integer from src and having bitsize sz is appended to the current writable binary (stored in the internal state) at
the current bit offset (stored in the state too).

#103 make_fun2

Spec: make_fun2 Lambda

Produces a callable fun object. Lambda should be resolved at load time to a function entry. Creates a callable box
object on the heap which points to this fun object and also has space to store frozen values (Free variables).

#104 try/2

Spec try Yregister Label

Begins a guarded code section by writing a special crafted catch value into the given Y register. The catch value points
to the label in case of exception, where a try_case instruction is located.

#105 try_end/1

Spec: try_end Yregister

Ends the guarded section by clearing the catch value on stack with a NIL.

#106 try_case/1

Begins investigation of an exception, also clears the catch value on stack. From here if you need the exception to
propagate, you have to raise it again.

#107 try_case_end/1

#108 raise/2

Spec: raise Stacktrace ExcValue

A legacy instruction which takes error type from the provided stacktrace object and creates an exception with the
exception value (second argument).
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#109 bs_init2/6

Creates a new writable binary of requested size with some extra words, runs GC if needed, then the binary is stored in
the internal state. Following bs_put* instructions will add to it. The write bit offset in the internal state is also reset
to 0.

#112 apply #113 apply_last

Spec apply Arity

Spec apply_last Arity Dealloc

Calls function at X[Arity+1] in module X[Arity] with arguments X[0..Arity-1]. Module is an atom or a
tuple. Function is an atom.

Apply saves current instruction pointer into CP and performs a call to the destination.

Apply_last cuts the stack by Dealloc words preserving the CP on top of the stack, and then jumps to the
destination.

#136 trim

Spec: trim N _Remaining

Drops N words on stack after saved CP, moving it N words up.

Binary Matching and Operations

#119 bs_get_binary2/7

Spec: bs_get_binary2 Fail MatchState Live Size Unit Dst

For current binary match position (started by bs_start_match*) extract a sub-binary (a slice) and return it. Live
is used for an occasional garbage collection act if the memory is tight. Size:Unit determines how many bits go
into the result.

#166 bs_start_match3

Spec bs_start_match3 Fail Context Live Dst

This opcode was introduced in OTP 22 and replaces bs_start_match2.

Depending on whether the value in the Context is binary, or an existing match state, creates a new match state if
needed. The position from the match state is used for binary matching step by step by the following bs_* opcodes.

#121 bs_test_tail2

Spec: bs_test_tail2 Fail, MatchState, N

Ensures that the match state has N bits remaining for processing. If this is not true, the VM will jump to the Fail
label.
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1.2.8 IO in Erlang

How a Driver Looks Like

A port driver is a C module with several functions defined (see ErlDrvEntry in emulator/beam/
erl_driver.h:

• Start/stop, finish, process exit/emergency close functions

• IO events (async/input/output)

• Timeout handler

• Call function, which passes commands to the port

• Control function, which changes options in the port

• Flush function, which ensures that all data is written

Making a Port Driver

Define an erl_drv_entry variable (a struct) and fill it with pointers to callback functions. You will need to cover
things such as starting your driver, stopping it, opening a port, sending commands and receiving data, and few other.

See also:

BEAM Wisdoms: Interfacing Erlang with the Outer World

Driver HowTo

Port Driver and erl_drv_entry documentation

Load your port driver and register it in the system under a name (add_driver_entry).

See also:

Erl Dynamic Driver Loader Linker

Todo: this goes to indepth section

Todo: More details from ELI5 articles; IO and ports; Links and monitors; ETS?; BIFs, traps; Process: Exceptions;
Ext term format

Smaller things you would’ve never noticed otherwise. OTP C source-related.

otp-c-style-guide, otp-cpp-ramblings, otp-c-refactor-todo
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